The classical TCPilP layered protocol architecture is beginning to show signs of age. In order to cope with. problems such as the poor manager ~ performance of wireless links and mobile terminals, including the high error rate of wireless network interfaces, power saving requirements, quality of service, and an increasingly dynamic network environment, a protocol architecture that considers cross-layer interactions seems to he required. This article describes a framework for further enhancements of the traditional IPbased protocol stack to meet currcnt and future requirements. Known problems associated with the strictly layered protocol architecture are summarized and classified, and a first solution involving cross-layer design is proposed.
INTRODUCTION
One of the foundations of the Internet has been its protocol architecture. This architecture is characterized by a stack of protocol modules whcrc each protocol solves a specific problem by using the services made available by modules below it, and providing a new service to upper layers. In order to maximize modularity, communication happens mainly between adjacent layers, and is limited to a minimum set of primitives. The traditional protocol stack is composed of the protocol modules TCP over IP over a link layer (e.g., Eth-I protocol ernet). Alternatively, RTP/UDP is sometimes used instead of TCP. Figure l a represents such a stack. The link layer (Ethernet) provides connectivity to other hosts in the came network segment, but not to hosts in different networks. The nefwork layer, IP, uses the primitives from the link layer (sending and receiving frames to hosts) to deliver datagrams across multiple netwoiks. Finally, the franspm layer, TCP, uses the services provided by the network layer (sending and receiving datagrams) to provide a connection-oriented communication service, adding reordering, error recovery, flow control, and congestion control.
The new communications scenarios foreseen in the fourth-generation networks are forcing this stack to also incorporate quality of service Order to ' The always best connected concept implicit in 4G requires the terminal to select the best access method available. Thus, mobility support at the IP level becomes very important. 4G terminals need, as usual in wireless terminals, to be portable. Terminal portability places serious constraints o n the size of batteries. Therefore, it is imperativeto reduce power consumption to a minimum. T h e protocol stack behavior of such terminals must also take this issue into consideration.
Although far from consolidated, the protocol. stack of 4G terminals tends to follow the architecture shown in Fig. l However, by retaining the strictly modular architecture, where each layer communicates mainly with its adjacent layers, the protocol stack will he inefficient with respect to performance, QoS, and energy consumption, and may have a negative impact on 4G networking.
In order to help solve these issues, this article 
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Figure 3 Secuntyplane reviews known problems and presents a simple framework that is used not only to classify them but also to introduce elements that can be used in defining solutions in the years to come. For this purpose we introduce a set of coordination planes that are transversal to layers, and use them to review and classify problems. We review research work related to cross-laye! design. We introduce a simple interlayer coordination model that takes into consideration the problems previously identified. Finally, we conclude the article. provides encryption between a user and a service. In other words, the encryption is between appli-PGP, the user receives better feedback on and control of the level of security for each conncction;while with IPsec everything is done automatically by the operating system. Moreover, there could be multiple users and services communicating between a pair of hosts with different security domains and requirements, hut IPsec does not (by default) differentiate between them.
COORDINATION PLANES
On the other hand, link layer security protocols are either insecure or have local scope. This, in fact, may restrict their usefulness. Ideally, these encryption schemes should only be used to transmit datagrams for which no other encryption scheme is available. However, for some link devices, it may not be possible to turn encryption on and off on a per-packet or per-flow basis.
The bottom line on interlayer security coordination is that only one layer could he configured t o perform encryption per data flow. Upper layer protocols seem to be preferred.
QUALITY OF SERVICE
Quality of service is important for 4G networks, especially those with limited resources. Effective
QoS provisioning allows simultaneous use of multiple services with different requirements, ensuring that traffic from less demanding applications does not impact negatively on more sensitive traffic. '
In order for QoS to effectively work, two conditions must he'met: 1) QoS must be treated as an end-to-end issue, and solutions based on differentiated services (DiffServ) or integrated services (IntServ) models are often mentioned in the literature. 2) It must be handled by all the communication layers, since each layer may be required to provide a set of service guarantees. From the QoS point of view, t h e protocol stack is composed of upper layer protocols (transport and above), such as applicationITCP and applicationlRTPlUDP, on top of IPQoS. Applications can, in this context, h e classified according to the data flows they exchange as elastic or real-time. An elastic flow can he extended in time and transports, for instance, a file by FTP or an HTML page; it is usually supported by TCP, which dynamically adapts the flow rate to the receiver window and network levels of congestion. In a real-time flow, the time of packet arrival at the receiver is relevant: if a packet containing a piece of voice misses a predefined deadline, it may he of no use for,the receiver; a real-time flow is usually supported by RTPIUDP protocols. Recently, new types of real-time applications are appearing, are mainly related to audio and video transmission, and can use codecs that dynamically adapt their bit rates to the allocated channel rates. The IPQoS layer includes IP traffic control .that implements datagram policing and classification, flow shaping, and scheduling. The link layer may also provide QoS support, by means of transmission priorities or virtual channels.
QoS solutions currently deployed are characterized by restricted communication between layers. Usually, the application is responsible for This leads to the identification of a fundamental problem in currently deployed QoS subsystems: some layers in the protocol stack are not, provided with QoS setup information and thus interact poorly with the QoS subsystem, instead of positively contributing to QoS. Some examples of such problems are given.
T C P Given a constant hit rate allocation to a traffic flow, TCP knows nothing about such allocation. Due to its bandwidth probing and selfsynchronizing nature, TCP constantly tries to increase its. congestion window until packet losses are detected. One of two situations may occur, depending on whether the sender node is configured to perform policing,or reshaping. In the former case, nonconformingpuckets (packets that, if transmitted, would cause the bandwidth reservation to be exceeded) are dropped. This has a negative impact on TCP performance, since it is perceived as a congestion signal, thus causing a reduction of the congestion window. In the latter case, reshaping, t h e result is also had. With reshaping, nonconforming packets are queued in a buffer until they become conforming. In this instance, TCP perceives a network that can absorb all traffic it sends with no losses for some time, but the network appears to suddenly begin dropping packets at som6 point (because the reshaping buffer overflows), so the congestion window is.severely reduced. The net result is increased transmission delay for some TCP segments. Moreover, because of the variable transmission delay, the TCP round:trip time (RTT) estimation algorithm does not work very well, with negative impact on TCP congestion control. In order to avoid these problems, there must be coordination between the QoS layer and TCP. In this way, with knowledge of the QoS reservation, TCP could adjust its congestion window in order to avoid sending nonconforming packets.
RTP Given an RTP flow with a QoS reservation, it is possible that the link layer is performing automatic repeat request (ARQ) in a way that adversely impacts the obtained QoS. ARQ will often introduce jitter and delay. Unfortunately, real-time flows are very sensitive to delay and jitter, and usually it is preferable to simply drop erroneous packets than to attempt reliably retransmitting them using ARQ techniques. Therefore, some coordination between the QoS 'and link layers is required to overcome this problem. Using the maximum tolerable delay indicated by the application when it requests the QoS reservation, i t should h e possible, for instance, to reconfigure the, maximum retry limit of link layer control (LLC) to prevent introducing excessive delay.
Packets from different flows need radically different treatment (e.g., TCP vs. RTP). This is especially true at the link layer. Therefore, the sending primitives offered by layer 2 must accept additional options to specify the transmission mode. Another approach would he for the link This is the approach of some existing access network technologies likc UMTS.
One of'the greatest challenges in 4G is solving the problems associated with the low duration of terminal batteries. Although t h e problem is mostly hardware-related, intelligent use of resources by the protocol stack can be effective in reducing the amount of energy spent in d a t a transmission. T h c general approach to better manage the scarce energy resources of mobile terminals is to take advantage of trade-offs. Usually, two kinds of tradeoffs can be considered.
Power vs. delay: Consists in the.ability to reduce the transmission power at the cost of an increase in transmission delay. This can h e accomplished by constantly monitoring the interference level of the wireless medium, and delaying the packet transmission until the interference level drops below a certain threshold that permits safe transmission with less power [l] . Power vs. bit rateiBER An alternative tradeoff usually available in wireless networks lies in the ability to reduce transmission power by reducing the bit rate, without compromising the BER. Alternatively, it is also possible to reduce transmission power while maintaining the hit rate, but it has a cost in terms of increased BER.
However, these trade-offs cannot he used indiscriminately. The power module must be controlled so that the limits tolerated by each packet flow ~ in terms of delay, average bit rate, and BER -are not violated. With this type of interaction, energy savings can be achieved without adversely impacting real-time communications. Common 802.11 cards, for instance, can provide: * Quality link, the general quality of the reception -Quality level, the, signal strength at the receiver * Quality noise, the silence level (no packet) at the receiver that can he used in cross-layer design Per-flow power control settings can be integrated into the link context, mentioned earlier.
zontalhandoven thereare optimizotionsfhotconsignificontlyreducethirtime.
With the introduction of the concept of mobility in IP networks, a whole new set of problems emerged. In fact, the Internet was not designed
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flal moves between access points of different technologies. In this case, more caution is required, since the new access link does not have the same properties of the old one. In this situation, it makes more sense to rcvcrt the TCP congestion control algorithm to the slow start stage, quickly2 probe the new link bandwidth, and throw away the previous RTT estimate in order to obtain a new value that is not influenced by past history, as well as discard the old slow start threshold.
Of COUISC, for any of this to work, it is essential that the link layer(s) inform the Mobile IP layer of handovers, preferably before (and after) such handovers take place.
T h e QoS plane would also benefit from receiving handover notifications, espccially if using a per-flow QoS model with explicit a priori reservations. With such a QoS model, it would be useful to tcar down existing QoS reservations as soon as the handover begins, and set up new reservations from the new access router as soon as the handover is completed. Failing to do that, the QuS protocol will probably still adjust to the new path, but this process can take more time. If fast handover [3] (FHO) Mobile IP extensions are uscd, a further step could also he used. FHO works by letting the mohile node attach to the new access router before leaving the current one. This is usually described as "make hefore break," and allows a smoother and faster handover. During this process, the two access routers exchange .FHO messages (Handover Initiate and Handover Acknowledge). In theoly, it is feasible to attach a description of the existing QoS flows to the Handover Initiate message so that the new access router may start preparing its resourccs.
WIRELESS LI NK ADAPTATION
While the standard TCPiIP stack has worked well for wired links, it suffers from bad performance when used over wireless links. When compared with wired links, wireless links in general havc lower bandwidths available, higher transmission delays, and higher BERs, and suffer from channel fading.
There is not much that can he done at the protocol stack level to work around the first two problems, and users learn to live with'these limitations. Unfortunately, transport protocols suffer severely from the consequenccs of the last two problcms. Again, the widely used TCP protocol is the primary example of this situation.
On one hand, erroneous datagrams are automatically dropped by the link layer, while TCP always interprets losses as a congestion signal. Thus, the TCP congestion control algorithm decreases (usually by half) the congestion window and enters the congestion avoidance state, where the congestion window grows lincarly. The net result is a significant reduction in effectivc performance, which the user does not understand, knowing the advertised bandwidth of the network interface card.
On the other hand, wireless links often cxperience channel fading effects, consisting of fluctuation of the channel capacity over time. We can distinguish between slow and fast fading according to its duration, which is usually related to the speed of a mohile node's movement. Although fast channel fading has little impact on the per- . Thus, TCP congestion control will inevitably and quickly lower the congestion window tu its minimum value. Unfortunately, due to the mul~iplicative-decrease additive increase property of congestion avoidance (21, the congestion window is vely slow to return to its original value hefore fading occurred. Once more, the net result is a decrcase.in effective throughput and, consequently, underutilization of radio resources.
One way to work around the problem of high BER in wireless links is to resort to link layer ARQ. Although TCP also performs the ARQ function end-to-end, link layer ARQ is always better'because of the tighter control loop and reduced overhead. However, some inherent issues interlayer coordination could solve include the following:
.Both TCP and the link layer ARQ compete with each other. For this reason, TCP's ARQ. mechanism should he coordinated with layer 2 ARQ. Without this coordination, it is possible that LLC is still trying to retransmit a packet for a long time, and TCPs RTO expires, so TCP decides to retransmit ihe nacket too. Eventuallv, laver 2 suc2In spite of its name, slow stan is acrually a ve'y fast method of probing the link bandwidth, since it inoposes the congestion window aponentially, os opposed to n linear increase'during coigertion avoidance. Table 1 . Exposed interfacesfor interlayer coordination.
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*When using layer 2 ARQ with TCP, one has to consider the side effects. For examplc, ARQ introduces an artificial delay in the link, making TCP estimate an inflated value of RTT. The R T T estimated by TCP is used t o scale the growth of the congestion window. Moreover, TCP does not work well with an unstable RTT. Therefore, TCP must be kept informed of somc details of thc layer 2 ARQ so that it can compensate the R I T estimated value.
The work describcd in [SI further explores these ideas. Regarding the problem of channel fading, cross-layer design is, again, able to provide a solution. In 161 the TCP-Slccp protocol is discussed. The main novclty of this protocol is the addition of a sleep statc to TCP. TCP cnters the sleep statc by indication of the link layer. During that state, TCP stops trying to transmit scgmcnts and suspends the congestion window algorithm. When the link layer signals that fading is over, TCP resumes normaloperation. networking problems, including mobility, energy saving, QoS, and ad hoc networks. Reference [14) discusses how cross-layer design teehniques can be used t o propagate the current conditions of timc-varying channels to upper layers in order to improve ovcrall performance.
PAST WORK
INTERLAYER COORDINATION MODEL
One possible model for interlayer coordination consists of a set of modules (protocols) connectcd to a central interlayer coordination managcr.
The modules expose events and state variables to the manager. Events are notifications sent to the manager, such as handover begins o r link losl.
They are used to trigger, or "wake up," the management algorithms. State variables represent entry points to getlset operations that allow the manager to query or modify the internal state of a protocollmodule. Figure 5 excmplifies how events and state variables from cach module can be used by thc coordination managcr to implcment management algorithms. Table 1 lists the evcnts and state variables (control points) that need to be exposed by protocols to be used by management algorithms. The problems that have been identificd in this documcnt are presented below. This article presents an overvicw of some important problcms faced by all-IP wireless mobile terminals, often referrcd to as fourth-generation terminals. A simple framcwork for studying and solving these problcms with cross-layer design has becn presentcd. This framework first classifies known problems in four coordination planes: security, QoS; mobility, and wirelcss link. Security problems arise from multiple-laycr encryption, which causes unnecessary power consumption and proccssing dclay. QoS problems affect flows with QoS rcquirements, and arc caused by lack of information from transport laycr congestion control and link laycr ARQ. Tlic mobility problems are related to the effects of handover on transport layer connections and QoS signaling. Finally, wirclcss problems are caused by packet corruption and losses that are perceived by TCP as congestion indications, causing it to havc poor performance.
SECURITY PLANE
In order to hclp solve these prohlems, a simple intcrlayer coordination model was prescntcd, consisting of a cross-layer managcr that receives event notifications from each protocol and performs management algorithms that control the internal state of each protocol to corrcct their hchavior with information from othcr layers. Futurc work will includc the development of management algorithms.
